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In this paper we shall prove the theorems of Beurling-Kunugm,"
Kunugui and Iversen-Gross using L. Ahlfors’ principal theorem on
covering surfaces
Suppose that f(z) is uniform, meromorphic in a connected domain
D. Let z0 be a point on the boundary F of D. We associate with z0

’

three sets of values"
This is the set of all values a such that
(1) The cluster set ,(D)
*-’Z0
limf(z)=a where z (,=1, 2, ...) is a sequence of points tending to z0
within D. It is obvious that .(D) is a closed set.
(2) The cluster set .q(r
This is the product H M, where M
*-’Z0
S,D, z" belonging to F. This
denotes the closure of the sum
t..,Z

,

< lz -zol <

set is also a closed set and .’)
includes t’Z
s-Z
(3) The range of values D
A value a belongs to ,’Do if, and
.s.,,,ZO
only if, f(z) takes the value a an infinity of times near Zo inside D.
It is obvious that
includes
Suppose that d(S1, S) denotes the distance between a set S and a
set S, CS the complement of a set S with respect to the w-plane, S
the closure of S, B(S) the boundary of S, and K(r) and k(r) denote
the circular disc z-z0] <: r and circumference Iz-zol r respectively.
Lemma 1 Let w=f(z) be uniform and neromorphic in a donain D, and Zo be a poin$ on the boundary F of D. Suppose that
is a value belonging to .q(D)--.qI) bus noS belonging ?(D) Then a is
an asymptotic value of f(z) a Zo and he length of the image of its
asymptotic path by w=f(z) on he Riemann sphere is finite.
Proof. We may assume that a is finite by rotating the Riemann
sphere, if necessary. Since a .qF)
a :(D) there exists a positive numo
ber r such that a $
’’D where z’ varies on F, and f(z)
for [z-zol < r within D. Consequently there exist positive numbers
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